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Project Brief

The focus for Project 1 was between the object and the user. The constraints 
our class worked under included: no use of sound, lights, and faces on 
the robot. The objective for Project 1 was to convey an emotion through a 

mechanical object that would in turn elicit an emotional response from the user. 
For simplicity, this project was referred to as “Emotional Robots.” The project 
begged the question, “How do we provoke an emotion through a physical 
interaction?”
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Inspiration

For my project, I found inspiration in animals and the vehicles in James Bond 
films from the 1970’s and 80’s. I remember looking at a video of a swan, an 
animal one typically thinks of as being elegant and serene. However, when 

it was provoked in the video I watched, it became a very aggressive animal 
looking to attack. The automobiles in the older James Bond films conveyed a 
similar emotion. At first glance, they were stylish, elegant, and classy. When put 
into the a precarious situation, the James Bond character with a quick flip of a 
switch would activate massive missile launchers from the headlights, or jagged 
rotating tire shredding devices from its own wheels.
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Initial Sketches
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“How do you 
show a swan 
without actually 
making one?”
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Prototyping
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Construction
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#define trigPin 11
#define echoPin 12
#define servoPin 9
#define DEFAULT_SERVO_POS    100
#define TRIGGERED_SERVO_POS 180
#include <Servo.h>

Servo myservo;

void setup()
{
  Serial.begin (9600);
  pinMode(trigPin, OUTPUT);
  digitalWrite(trigPin, LOW);
  pinMode(echoPin, INPUT);
  myservo.write(DEFAULT_SERVO_POS);
  myservo.attach(servoPin);
}

void loop()
{
  digitalWrite(trigPin, HIGH);
  delayMicroseconds(10);
  digitalWrite(trigPin, LOW);
  long duration = pulseIn(echoPin, HIGH);
  long distance = (duration/2) / 29.1;
  Serial.print(distance);
  Serial.println(" cm");
  if (distance<=10){
    myservo.write(TRIGGERED_SERVO_POS);//turn servo in one direction
  }

Programming
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The doors required reinforcement because initially they were flimsy. Each 
time they opened up, the hinges would become warped. I realized that 
just having a thin dowel inserted into a stack of glued washers wasn’t 

enough to withstand frequent opening and closing of the doors plus the change 
in direction the centrifuge would spin.

I knew I needed a metal tube of some sort to allow the dowel to fit through 
while also sitting on top of the stack of washers without too much friction. 
Additionally, I placed magnets on each door to keep the doors closed once 

the robot was in its serene state.
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The metal straws ended up working well both as a reinforcement and a 
smooth opening hinge for the doors. Additionally, I added magnets to 
each door so that when the door closed, they would stay closed. However, 

because the magnets were so strong, I had to cut small pieces of balsa wood 
and glue them onto each magnet to lessen the pull.

The end result was successful. I was able to use the robot, its spinning action, 
and its opening and closing doors as a way to convey two emotions; serenity 
and aggressiveness. 

A proximity sensor located in the front of the robot detected motion. Once it 
detected motion, it caused the robot to spin faster and open its doors. I also 
used color on the inside of the door, so that when it flung open it revealed a 
red color to send a message of “get back!”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lSjhJieAmVQ

Final Iteration Link to Video
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Throughout this project I found my ideas consistently being pushed and 
challenged in a way that incited more abstract thinking by my teachers. 
I remember having grandiose ideas but also needing to be reminded by 

Nic that we’re also working with time constraints. I remember when we first 
received this project wondering, “How in the world will I be able to build a 
robot on my own?” I’ve never built a robot before. Nic looked at one of my initial 
prototypes and asked how I could take some of the elements of what I wanted 
to show with the swan without actually making a robot that looked like a swan.

As a precursor to the actual building and prototyping of the robot, we were 
asked to search for movement that evoked an emotion. In my search I came 
up with dancers and animals. While animals do have faces, my exploration was 
about their movement. I looked at a startled bear cub, a chicken showing trust, 
an excited parakeet bouncing up and down, and a swan showing anger.

The conclusion of this project helped me understand that a strong argument 
can be made that we as humans want to be fooled by objects that move “on 
their own”. Our cognition is wired in a way that wants to recognize patterns. In 
this case, we associate certain types of movement with behavior or emotion. On 
the day of the critique, we saw machines that moved to convey emotions such 
as humor, cuteness, friendliness, shyness, etc. I found myself finding these 
robots to be funny, charming, mysterious, and even creepy. 

The exploration into the interaction between humans and machines has barely 
been tapped. There is much more to discover.

Reflection


